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About This Game

Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet the Medic – be the Medic and operate on the Heavy in this free exclusive for HTC Vive!

You’re leaning over a strangely familiar patient in dire need of a brand new heart, alongside an operating table full of terrifying
implements you’d hoped never to have to pick up for yourself. What will you do? Which one will you reach for first? The

bonesaw, or a sandvich…?

Now, you have the chance to get truly ‘hands-on’ and test your backstreet surgery skills in VR. Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet the
Medic, allows you to step into the shoes of Team Fortress 2’s, The Medic, where only you can save The Heavy as his life ebbs

away before your very eyes.
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This brand-new virtual reality experience from Bossa Studios reunites two of TF2’s most-loved characters, who were originally
brought to Surgeon Simulator back in 2013. Now, fresh into the VR stage, where you perform life-changing surgery under the

gentle gaze of Archimedes, the dove from Valve’s hit game. Poke with a pencil, slash with a machete, chop with an axe,
perform delicate tasks with a baseball bat; but be careful...time is ticking.
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Title: Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bossa Studios
Publisher:
Bossa Studios
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort 1.2 or newer

English
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surgeon simulator vr meet the medic oculus. surgeon simulator vr meet the medic. surgeon simulator vr meet the medic
walkthrough

Really good game and fun to do it^^

but one problem that must be resolved :/ mostly is like impossible to play it due to tools that are far almost from me and that i
have to turn around and may bang my vive controller on my metal bed part or when trying to take the heart or sandvich that i
bang my wooden chair on my right that is next to my desk even if i calibrated well my vive with SteamVR and etc. or when i try
to get on the fridge and i bang my wooden furniture x-x it really needs some fixes and stuff to no bang objects easily x-x also if
they are like far and stuff but the room is too large or something in the game :( can't even work when i'm sitting or just standing
and no move at all x-x hope ya fix those problems someday... (because mostly it drives me crazy to calibrate certain stuff...).
Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic is a free VR game that is a demo for Surgeon Simulator game. It worked on Win 10,
looked ok, played ok, sounded ok. You need to look for a gameplay video to figure out what to do to win in game.

Try it and complete it.

For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZBLMHJO6s4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r93aWerThs8

https://uploadvr.com/surgeon-simulator-vr-review/

https://vrgamecritic.com/game/surgeon-simulator-vr-meet-the-medic. My wall is stopping me from taking the heart from the
fridge. Everything should be closer together so if people who play this game are sitting down they can still reach everything.. I
love it. It's so crazy and addictive. Besides, it's a brilliant way to relax and blow off steam. I think the creators made this cool
game precisely for that purpose.. Stop looking for bad reviews, It's a good game u♥♥♥♥♥. i wish i hade a vr i for got that i
hade to have i left it at my dads on accdinte
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2015-Downlaods without VR
2015-Gets the Black screen with the relax music
2015-Deletes Forgets to UNINSTALL
2015-Gets Moar GAmes
2016-Looks at SS meet the medic.
2016-Waits A Few months and plays 200 hours of tf2
2016-ReDownloads SS meet the medic
2016-Plays It
2016-Works
2016-Closes SS MTM
2016-Looks at moar comments
2016-Opens up SS MTM
2016-Plays
2018-Gets Bord
2025-Gets a VR
2049-Gets BOARD agin
2050-Plays tf2 with VR
2050-Makes Millions of $$$
2070-Old af
2079-Plays moar TF2
2082-Plays SS MTM
2083- i am ded. not big suprise

11/10 would play without VR again

7/11 would get cancer again.

9/11 is probably ded. VERY big suprize.. This is the best VR game ever. Guaranteed.. A more frustrating version of the original
surgeon simulator game. Fun for 2 minutes.. A short and sweet nice little medic experience to try and save your buddies life!

+Great controls and interaction
+Simple to the point
+Different tools

-Tools can easily fall out of the play area and then are unobtainable
-Game is super short, almost a one time play
-No player model just a head and hands

I personally like this a lot and find it entertaining to see how my friends try and complete it. However it's quite honestly better to
just buy the full Surgeon Sim game for $20 in VR which I'm sure this is included in it... right? Anyways this is free so nothing
quite wrong with that but it is super short so know that.
. Well, this is exactly how I imagined the surgeon’s work. Speaking seriously it isn’t perfect, but it’s really amusing, so I
recommend it to everyone with a dark sense of humor.
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